582	DEFINITIONS
 42.	Power-complex:  I occasionally use this term as
denoting the total complex of all those ideas and strivings
whose tendency it is  to range the  ego above other in-
fluences, thus subordinating all such influences to the ego,
quite irrespective of whether they have their source in men
and objective conditions, or spring from one's own sub-
jective impulses, feelings, and thoughts,
 43.	Projection signifies the transvcying of a subjective
process into an object.    It is the opposite of introjection
(jmj.)-    Accordingly, projection is a process of dissimilation
wherein a subjective content is estranged from the subject
and, in a sense, incorporated in the object.   There are
painful, incompatible contents of which  the subject  un-
burdens , himself by projection,  just   as there   are   also
positive values which for some reason are uncongenial to
the subject; as, for instance, the consequences of self-
depreciation.     Projection   is   based   upon   the   archaic
identity (y.z/,) of subject and object, but the term is used
only when the necessity has already arisen for resolving
the identity with the object.    This necessity arises when
the identity is disturbing, i.e. when, through the absence
of  the projected content, the process of  adaptation is
materially prejudiced, so that the restoration of the pro-
jected content becomes desirable to the subject.    From
this moment the hitherto partial identity maintains the
character of projection.   This expression, therefore, denotes
a state of identity which has become noticeable, and, there-
fore, the object of criticism, whether it be the self-criticism
of the subject or the objective criticism of another,
We may discriminate between passive and active pro-
jection. The former is the customary form of every patho-
logical and many normal projections; it springs from no
purpose and is a purely automatic occurrence. The latter
form is an essential constituent of the act of * feeling-into ',

